LAN CABLE - CATEGORY 6 - U/UTP - 4 PAIRS - L. 305 M - LSZH SLEEVE

Pack (number of metres)  305
Volume (dm³)  42,053
Weight (g)  13 204,00

Product characteristics

Cat. 6 cables for local networks
- Performance 250 MHz
- 4 pairs or 2 x 4 twisted pairs, 100 Ω
- Blue RAL 5015
- ANSI/TIA colour code
- Compliant with ISO/IEC 11801, EN 50173 and ANSI/TIA 568 standards
- Products conforming to the new CPR regulations
- Euroclass Dca for LSZH cables (except Cat No 0 328 86: Euroclass Cca), Euroclass Eca for PVC cables

U/UTP - 4 pairs
- LSZH
- Length 305 m
- Supplied in cardboard box
- Weight 14 kg

General characteristics

Legrand cabling system, LCS³ cat. 6 - cables and cords

Documentation

Catalogue pages & additional information
- Selection chart (p.400)
- Description page (p.402)
- Technical page (p.403)
- Technical page (p.404)
- Technical page (p.405)
- Description page (p.738)
- Technical page (p.775)
- Technical page (p.776)

Installation & technical data
- S000099460EN-02

Environmental product profile
- Environmental product sheet n°O E0122A-EN

* All prices given are the manufacturer's list prices for professional customers, and are given for information only. They are not to be considered as a mandatory retail price - Basis : before-tax price list, May 2018
The information given in this e-catalogue (characteristics and dimensions) may be amended, and therefore does not represent an undertaking on our part. The e-catalogue is reserved for professionals only. You are also reminded that all products must be installed by a qualified professional in accordance with the installation rules.